With reference to my earlier submission re: CJK Stroke group reference re: L2/14-007, please find additional information below relating to the submission:

It looks like the sources given in my 1st attachment are temporary links. Nevertheless the information and tables pertaining to both source C) and E) can be found by going to baike.baidu.com, and doing a search on for the main article on "笔画".

This article makes a distinction between 4 different types of sets of strokes, namely: 8 基本笔画(fundamental strokes, i.e. "点提横竖撇捺挑折勾") with approximately 38 different "stylistic" subtypes, 8 八划("lit. 8 types of strokes" brush "applications"), 28 铜笔楷书(standard-style pen strokes), and 31 毛笔楷书(standard-style brush strokes).

In my 1st attachment I referred to "source C)" which merges HXG with HXWG, and "source E)" which distinguishes between the two. Both sources distinguish between SZP and HXG. Source C) actually equates to 28 铜笔笔画(standard-style pen strokes), and source E) equates to 31 毛笔笔画(standard-style brush strokes) from the article inbaike.baidu.com.

Regarding the CDL spec, please find my comments below:

1) CJK Stroke DT (点提) - 2nd stroke of 安 - variant of (D点) th
Comment: This is already present as a variant of row 8.

2) CJK Stroke TZG (提折钩) - 2nd stroke of 也 - variant of (HP横撇)
Comment: This is already present as a variant of row 28.

3) CJK Stroke WP (卧撇) - 1st stroke of 妥 - variant of (P撇)
Comment: This variant probably needs to be included in row 5.

4) CJK Stroke HXP (横小撇) - 1st stroke of 子 - variant of (HG横钩)
Comment: CDL does not distinguish between this variant and row 15 i.e. 1st stroke in 又

5) CJK Stroke X (斜) - 2nd stroke of 丑 - variant of (S竖)
Comment: This variant is present in row 3

6) CJK Stroke DP (点撇) - 2nd stroke of 前 - variant of (P撇)
Comment: This variant probably needs to be included in row 5.

7) CJK Stroke TZ (提折) - 2nd stroke of 也 - variant of (HP横撇)
Comment: This variant probably needs to be included in row 28.

8) CJK Stroke QN (起捺) - 2nd stroke of 卜 - variant of (D点)
Comment: This variant probably needs to be included in row 8.

9) CJK Stroke XHZ (斜横折) - 1st stroke of 丑 - variant of (HZ横折)
Comment: This variant probably needs to be included in row 14

10) CJK Stroke WHZ (卧横折) - 2nd stroke of 皿 - variant of (HZ横折)
Comment: This variant probably needs to be included in row 14
11) CJK Stroke LHZ (立横折) - 2nd stroke of 且 - variant of (HZ横折)
Comment: This variant probably needs to be included in row 14

12) CJK Stroke XWG (撇弯钩) - 2nd stroke of 乙 - partial of (HXWG横斜弯钩)
Comment: At this stage in time, this stroke is probably not relevant

On websites such as baike.baidu.com, and zdic.net, it seems to be standard practice to define strokes according to the 8 基本笔画 (fundamental strokes, i.e. "点横竖撇捺挑折勾" or HWSPNTZG), so maybe there exists 3 or 4 hierarchies of strokes, variants and subvariants, i.e. 8 basic strokes=>28 pen strokes=>31 brush strokes=>subvariants

Yours Sincerely,
Ian Low